Introduction
The term Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) is defined as a type of non-powered aircraft that does not carry a human pilot, uses aerodynamic forces to prove ground clearance, can fly autonomously or be remotely controlled, can be recoverable or consumable, and can carry a lethal or non-lethal payload [1] . The demand for UAVs has increased significantly in recent years. These are preferred for pilots because they have: low costs; multiple mission capabilities; simplicity; ability to perform dirty and dangerous missions that cannot be done by piloted aircraft's. UAVs are used in military applications for observation missions such as surveillance, reconnaissance, air support and monitoring for many years. Their adaptation to civilian missions has become more serious in recent years. Some variants of civil applications are search and rescue, disaster monitoring, meteorological data acquisition, and maritime monitoring [2] . Weather factors are effects of environmental conditions on the aircraft and the track. Technical team and decision-makers are the errors of pilots and crew. System Factor are failures of the aircraft subsystems. Automatic landing at an UAV increases overall system autonomy and adds consistency. The automatic pilot landing ensures greater safety and reduces the load of pilots and crew in operations. It also increases winds at aircraft and allows landing in situations with strong winds, turbulence and shear forces.
Creating a dynamic model of an aircraft is an important milestone in the design of the automatic pilot. Dynamic models include detailed information about aerodynamics-based system features, propulsion system, mass-inertia properties and drive dynamics. The inertia of the aircraft is calculated by experiments, simulations built using such methods offer low costs and efficient time solutions for small UAVs. They average long-term static aerodynamic aerodynamics which are obtained using the Dynamics of Computing Fluids (DCF), while dynamic derivatives are discovered using semi-empirical formulas. DCF results are more reliable than empirical methods, but getting them takes longer time. In the work of Ippolito [3] , the dynamic characteristics of the system are obtained by flight tests. In modern control theory, some methods such as adaptive control, robust control, fuzzy logic, are introduced due to uncertainties caused by non-linearity [4] , [5] , [6] . The transition from the forward flight to the planning of a fixed UAV wing is accomplished by Johnson [7] by adding a neural network of online learning to an inversion model based on a classic operator to take into account uncertainties. Although UAV dynamics is very different in planning and forward flight, neural networks are able to compensate for the difference in the above study.
Using Multi Agents System in modeling
The term agent has been used with several meanings, from a command line to an adaptive, intelligent, autonomous entity [8] , in this paper we will use Srinivasan & Jain [9] definition as an interactive and autonomous entity. From a historical point of view, the creation of agents has the goal on modeling intelligent agents to achieve a degree of autonomy. In recent years, the researchers, has applied simulations of several agents that can interact with one another. Multi-agent systems (MAS) have two requirements: building autonomous entities with interactive agents and testing how the system behaves as a result of common actions and interference between agents. The simulations are carried out on a large scale of social sectors such as telecommunications, industrial and military. The model proposed here is concentrated on specific aspects of the system regarding its behavior needs on one hand and on the other hand in forming an agent based simulation. Exact prediction of the behavior at a high level is necessary to model aspect at the very low level of its structure. Additionally, taking into account our unique accent on air traffic models, we can assess that a rich environment which defines the physical aspects of the agent behavior is needed to help in establishing the inner-mechanism between agents [10] . Another model of MAS has concentrated on closed systems, in which most aspects of agents can be determined [11] . Closed systems have a number of uses, such as teamwork, dedicated applications and distributed sensor networks where the role of agents is to standardize with the goals of the system. These simulation uses models of complex and heterogeneous agents that can perform different roles and functions. MAS with different capabilities and desires, beliefs, co-ordination and collaboration between them are needed. Coordination refers to the long-term management of events, tasks and actions between agents. Collaboration also needs agents to have the same goals and intentions [12] . Modelling used in cognitive engineering such as the Air Traffic Management ATM system shows us the following characteristics [13] , this makes them desirable in agent-based simulations:
1. Involve in a variety of roles a number of agents with a variety of intentions; 2. Targeting precise goals or objectives; 3. Having pre-established knowledge, culture, and process; 4. Capable of affecting and being affected by the operating environment. The first character can identify the air traffic management system as an open agent-based system. Agents work to simulate system requirements, using a heterogeneous set they assign their roles and variables that are precisely captured. The second characteristic of the air traffic management system shows us that their programmers want to mimic "micro-level" behavior in order to achieve some higher-level "macro-level" goals, as specified in the procedures for air traffic controllers and pilots that will make good air traffic flow patterns. In particular, methods for simulating focus on macro and micro behaviors simultaneously. The third feature reflects the air traffic simulation configurations that need to be introduced into the models underlying the simulation. In the case of air traffic simulation, the agents and the environment are presented in simulation using the same models as the role of agents that is characterized by: finding agents and their environment, and exposing roles, procedures, tasks and capabilities. This type of representation need a level of effort proportional to implementation in real systems.
The last feature copies its recent focus to viewing the agents' environment. The emphasis on an environmental model facilitates richer models of agents for whom cognitive status, cognitive distribution and expert environmental adjustment can be explicitly described. In the organizational concept many attributes of the environment are created as being divided between agents. The agent-based simulation shows regulatory, organizational environmental elements that offers a fabric in which agents can be implemented to help with the system's complete behavior.
Design and simulation using Netlogo
Version 6.0.2 of NetLogo is a programming language for agent-based creation and integration into a virtual environment it helps create emerging behavior and comes with a pre-existing database that helps modelling in various fields such as economics, biology, physics, chemistry, psychology, dynamic systems. It allows the exploration of patterns through modifiers such as buttons, levers, imputations, and other interface elements. Beyond exporting, NetLogo allows creating new models and modifying existing ones. NetLogo is an open source software that can be downloaded for free. It is used in a multitude of educational contexts [14] . Defining input data for the simulator, with the emergence and deployment of the Extended Mode (EHS) transponder and Automatic Dependent Surveillance -Broadcast (ADB-S) transponder, facilitates a wide range of data to be transmitted from the UAV to the ground, as part of the input data having access to each of the UAV's autopilot is required.
NetLogo is an open source software that can be downloaded for free. It is used in a multitude of educational contexts. The simulation is set inside the project with the following parameters: area: 50x50 km, altitudes: 1000 feet up 28000 feet. UAV's speed: randomly generate between 50km/h and 500 km/h. UAV's origin: randomly generate at the edge of the simulation or randomly generated at the specific points simulating UAV departure. UAV's destination: randomly generate at the edge of the simulation or randomly generated at the specific points simulating UAV arrivals. Factors: a restricted airspace in the S-E seen in fig. 1 . The NetLogo software has the ability to track and record in Microsoft excel format data regarding the position and action taken by each agent on an one-second interval period, as such the key indicator for the project is the minima of two UAV's regarding vertical separation 300ft and horizontal separation of 1km while avoiding the restricted airspace. figure 4 simulation 2 contains 50 UAV's as seen in the figure below the minimum distance between was 1.000559621 km, the simulation handled 868 UAV's in the 6-hour period with a peak of 62 UAV's at once. Simulation 3 seen in figure 6 , contains 60 UAV's as seen in the figure below the minimum distance between was 1.001324387 km, the simulation handled 937 UAV's in the 6-hour period with a peak of 72 UAV's at once. figure 7 named simulation 4 contains 60 UAV's as seen in the figure below the minimum distance between was 0.875086015 km, as we can see the number is below our intended 1 km which indicates the model has reached its capacity limit, the simulation handled 1215 UAV's in the 6-hour period with a peak of 83 UAV's at once. The system was designed to deconflict 2 or 3 UAV's at the same time as seen in the figure 3, we can conclude that the model provides sufficient security to maintain 60 or fewer UAV's with simulated conditions in the area of responsibility over this number due to the complexity of the negotiation between agents is insufficient, resulting in conflicts of more than 3 UAV's requiring updates to the core MAS's design.
Conclusions
The proposed model is an UAV Control System based on the Multi-Agent System created in NetLogo that includes parameters required for operation within a modern airspace. This system will serve multiple UAV users. The novelty of the paper is the actual design and validation of the UAV Control System this was done by simulating normal UAV operation in the airspace in the first part, and in the second part was the detection and the design of the deconfliction algorithm this was very important in proving the model. In this model, some processes and details are simplified, and there are no similar models, it is believed that the use of the proposed model can be primarily used as safety tool. It will, in the future, provide the knowledge needed to describe and predict UAV congested areas under other conditions that cannot be taken into account at present.
